
Profile	 Anthem and Aria are a multi-talented duo specializing in Magic, Music, and Mind Reading. With 
over two decades of combined experience, they’ve been trusted by world class cruise lines, col-
leges, and corporations to up engagement, sales, and fun at a variety of events. They’ve even 
been seen by millions on America’s Got Talent in 2020.


Experience  
Trade Show Entertainer/Pitchman- Losander Inc- Las Vegas, NV – 2010-2016


	 At only 15, Anthem Flint started his career by gathering crowds at trade shows and 

	 informing them about Losander inc.’s products. He used magic and showmanship to weave inter-

esting presentations that qualified leads and highlighted the brand. During this time he also started 

	 developing some of the best selling products from Losander Inc. 


	 Actor/Actress- Younger Generation Players- Denver, CO – 2010-2014

	 Anthem and Aria both studied and performed at the Younger Generation Players Theatre. Each 

learned about performance, singing, movement, and many aspects of live performance. Anthem’s 
favorite role to play here was Captain Von Trapp in The Sound Of Music. Aria’s favorite role was the 
Caterpillar in Alice In Wonderland.


	 Grand Master of Magic-Norwegian Cruise Line- Miami,FL– 2015-2016

	 Anthem Flint performed 300 shows at sea in The Illusionarium, A one of a kind magic experience 

by Norwegian Cruise Lines. He also entertained guests by answering questions in a panel in the 
atrium, playing piano and singing at the piano bar, and performing magic close-up all over the ship.


	 Owner/CEO-Anthem and Aria- Denver, CO – 2014-present

	 When Anthem and Aria met, it was clearly meant to be. Their names were both types of songs, 

they were both singers, they both studied theatre at the same institution, they both did magic from 
a young age, and both shared a love of the esoteric. Since the inception of their partnership, An-
them and Aria have performed all over the world. Whether raising money for charity, performing at 
colleges, or blowing minds at The Golden Nugget, The Orleans, and Sunset Station casino’s in Las 
Vegas, they always promise an unforgettable show. They have also produced multiple immersive 
theatre experiences such as 3 Ghosts, The Frisco Museum Seance, and The All American 


	 Haunting that blend magic, storytelling, and special effects to create a haunting Halloween experi-
ence. In 2020, not only did the duo perform on NBC’s America’s Got Talent, but also hundreds of 
virtual shows and even a few socially distant and CDC compliant shows. They look forward to the 
future and the opportunity to flex their creative muscles for you.


Skills	 Magic, Mind Reading, Speaking, Singing (Opera, Jazz, Contemporary), Authoring, Sales, 

	 Speaking, SCTW Certified, Hypnosis, Piano, Tarot and Palmistry.
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